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The ability to detect, classify, and quantify high-risk compliance pat-
terns is crucial in improving compliance risk assessment and formu-
lating effective enforcement strategies within the IRS.

A formal reasoning technique known as structured argumentation has
been explored by the IRS Large and Mid-Size Business (LMSB) Research to
improve compliance risk assessment. The IRS together with SRI Interna-
tional evaluated the use of structured argumentation using Structured Eviden-
tial Argumentation System (SEAS) technology to enable a more systematic
and innovative approach toward assessing complex compliance issues. Tech-
nical experts, auditors, attorneys, researchers, and managers can work
collaboratively to unravel and respond to high-risk compliance patterns more
rapidly and preserve this knowledge to be shared and referenced later.

The Need for a New Perspective

Tax avoidance by larger businesses, wealthy individuals and sophisticated tax
practitioners exploit complexity to avoid detection and confuse IRS auditors.

1. The use of multiple filing entities and filing periods to achieve a tax
benefit for a specific taxpayer:  IRS risk analysis methods that look only
at items on a single return are unable to detect complex tax avoidance
strategies. A multientity, multiyear analysis is required to unravel
complex tax avoidance transactions.

2. No data footprint on a tax return to quantify the real compliance risk:
Promoters of tax shelters use elaborate strategies that make it hard to
link high-risk compliance issues to actual tax return data, e.g., the rise
in the use of flow-through entities, special purpose entities, complex
transaction relationships, etc. all help to conceal the tax impact of a tax
sheltering device.  Testimony before the  U.S. Senate Finance Commit-
tee (October 21, 2003) stated: Tax shelters having a design or imple-
mentation intended to conceal unfavorable facts were often referred to
and promoted by certain tax shelter partners as having “good optics.”
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IRS needs to better understand the nature and scale of these compliance
risk patterns.

3. Previous attempts at improving risk detection and assessment processes
focused on automated issue scoring and classification systems. These
approaches are not effective at addressing recent tax shelters encoun-
tered since current expert knowledge of compliance risk patterns is not
considered.

4. The ability to make better use of the specialized technical subject matter
experts, the contextual knowledge of revenue agents, and the data
analysis expertise of researchers is of paramount importance in reach-
ing faster and better shared understanding of complex issues.

5. Organizational boundaries can hinder an effective, coordinated risk
assessment of complex related return structures and transactions that
span multiple IRS divisions (LMSB, Small Business/ Self Employed-SB/
SE, Wage and Investment-W&I, Tax-Exempt/Government Entities-TE/
GE).

IRS Test of SEAS   Technology:
The Compliance Lab Approach

The Compliance Lab is a research team within the LMSB division of the IRS
with the mission of finding newer and more effective methods of analyzing
compliance risk to improve workload selection models for flow-through entities.

To test the SEAS technology, the subject of this paper, we worked with
revenue agents and technical advisors on an analysis of the “SC²” shelter.  SC²
was devised and promoted by KPMG and has characteristics typical of other
recent schemes promoted to businesses and wealthy individuals:1

1. It involved the use of multiple tax entities over multiple years.

2. It could not be classified by looking at tax return data for a single year.

3. Automated scoring systems looking at the affected returns individually
were unlikely to flag the issue or identify the associated returns.

4. The entities involved multiple IRS divisions, i.e., S corporation (LMSB),
individual beneficiaries (SB/SE), and a nonprofit entity (TE/GE), etc.
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Firstly, we needed a formal reasoning technique to break down a com-
plex analysis into manageable, systemic subtasks.

Secondly, collaboration with diverse technical experts was required to
gain a greater shared understanding of key aspects of the SC² pattern. Since
IRS is geographically dispersed, frequent face-to-face meetings between ex-
perts on an ongoing basis is highly inefficient, and use of electronic methods
such as e-mail and telephone conferences tends to fractionate information
exchange and not lead to a group consensus or conclusion. We needed a
method for “asynchronous collaboration” to solicit advice, gather evidence,
record the developing risk analysis, and enable peer review of the work in
process.

Thirdly, we needed an efficient way of organizing and sharing informa-
tion from disparate sources such as tax returns, emails, work papers, techni-
cal documents, etc. into a centralized directory.

Fourthly, we needed to classify and record this knowledge in a form that
can be rationally compared, searched, and referenced at a later date.

SRI International was approached to discuss approaches and technol-
ogy that are available to meet the Compliance Lab needs. This discussion led
to our joint investigation of the use of SEAS software for use in the assess-
ment of compliance risk within the IRS. The Proof of Concept study involved
the development and evaluation of exploratory prototypes.

The Compliance Lab developed the concept of Compliance Risk Pat-
terns (CRisP) to describe linked structures and/or transactions that are de-
tectable in IRS filing and compliance databases.  CRisP’s need to be classified
and analyzed as a means of detecting high-risk compliance behavior. For ex-
ample, in the case of the SC² shelter, the CRisP characteristics include an S
corporation allocating a high proportion of its taxable income to a nonprofit
entity, such as a public employee pension plan. High risk CRisPs consist of
structures and/or transactions similar to those associated with known tax
avoidance transactions (such as “listed transactions”).

SRI and the Compliance Lab assembled a multidisciplinary team of IRS
personnel to identify and design the risk analysis components for a CRisP
using the SEAS approach. The team included research and field staff (Rev-
enue Agents, Technical Subject Matter Experts, International Examiners, and
Managers) from several IRS divisions (LMSB, SB/SE, OTSA—Office of Tax
Shelter Analysis, and PFTG—Pre-Filing Technical Guidance). The team ana-
lyzed a current compliance issue, built a structured argument prototype to
assess the compliance risk for IRS, and evaluated the resulting SEAS prototype.

With the help of the National Research Office, the Compliance Lab set
up an IRS SEAS server in Washington, DC for use by the team via the IRS
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Intranet. Since SEAS is Web-based, no additional installation was required.
Participants accessed and reviewed the prototype SEAS argument using a
standard Web browser.

Participants evaluated the SEAS approach based on whether it demon-
strated a “high potential payoff” for the IRS for each of the following:

l Analysis of compliance risk cases.

l Understanding someone else’s analysis.

l Collaboration between Field Agents, Technical Advisors, Office of
Tax Shelter Analysis, and LDC.

l Creating a corporate memory for CRisP cases.

l Encouraging cross-functional learning and knowledge sharing.

l LMSB Issue Management.

Test Methodology

The test approach emphasized close coordination between contractor, research,
and field experts in evaluating the technology. This proved to be extremely
effective.  Careful joint planning of the project using timelines, close supervi-
sion by research, and hands-on project management by a field manager en-
abled this test to be completed in 4 months, on budget, and with judicious use
of valuable, IRS technical experts.

The Results

As shown in Table 1, overall field panel evaluation was highly positive. All
participants believed that there is a high potential payoff for IRS use of the
SEAS approach.

Structured argumentation as a formalized reasoning technique was shown
to be effective in improving the efficiency in several areas of the examination
process by:

l Breaking down the complexity of the SC² shelter into manageable
subtasks.

l Utilizing specialized expertise in a collaborative manner.

l Improving the shared understanding of the compliance issues.

l Detecting and classifying the compliance risk pattern.

l Capturing a point in time analysis that can be recalled and com-
pared at a later stage.
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Benefits to IRS

Based on the results of the Proof of Concept study and other templates cre-
ated in the Compliance Lab, the SEAS approach  appears to have good poten-
tial to assist IRS to develop enforcement strategies that:

Ø Systematically assess compliance risk associated with related re-
turn groupings.

Ø Enable collaboration among IRS experts to more rapidly identify
and analyze complex schemes.

Ø Provide access to evidence from multiple sources for
multidisciplinary teams to weigh and agree on an appropriate re-
sponse.

Ø Provide auditors with access to more current and comprehensive
knowledge about related entities and potential compliance issues
that affect the entity they are assigned to examine.

The professional skill and experience of IRS enforcement employees are
the most valuable IRS resource. Improved collaboration and accumulation of
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an accessible “corporate memory” of complex issue and entity risk assess-
ment will improve employee effectiveness and satisfaction.

If the IRS can make complex compliance risk assessment more effec-
tive and efficient, it will help deter corporate and wealthy taxpayers and their
tax advisors from the use and promotion of high-risk tax avoidance strategies
that exploit complexity and “good optics.”

SEAS Technology Overview
The survival of an organization often rests on its ability to make correct and
timely decisions despite the complexity and uncertainty of the environment.
Because of the difficulty of employing and scaling formal methods in this
context, decisionmakers may resort to informal methods, sacrificing struc-
ture and rigor. SRI has developed a new methodology that retains the ease of
use, the familiarity, and (some of) the free-form nature of informal methods,
while benefiting from the rigor, structure, and potential for automation char-
acteristic of formal methods.

Our approach records analysts’ thinking in a corporate knowledge base
consisting of structured arguments. The foundation of this knowledge base is
an ontology of arguments that includes two main types of formal objects:
argument templates and arguments.  An argument template records an ana-
lytic method as a hierarchically structured set of interrelated questions, and an
argument instantiates an argument template by answering the questions posed
relative to a specific situation.

This methodology emphasizes the use of simple inference structures as
the foundation of its argument templates, making it possible for analysts to
independently author new templates.   When authoring an argument template,
the analyst can choose to embed discovery tools, which are recommended
methods of acquiring information pertaining to the questions posed.  An ana-
lyst wanting to record an argument selects an appropriate template, uses the
discovery tools to retrieve potentially relevant information, selects that infor-
mation to retain as evidence, records its relevance, answers the questions, and
records the rationale for the answers. The result is a recorded line of reason-
ing that breaks down the problem, bottoming out at the documents and other
forms of information that were used as evidence to support the answers. The
resulting collection of arguments and templates constitutes a corporate memory
of analytic thought that can be directly exploited by analysts or automated
methods.

Introduction to SEAS

Different studies and formalisms of argumentation have come out of different
fields such as philosophy [3, 8, 9, 13], decision analysis [12], and artificial
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intelligence [1, 4, 10]. These formalisms attempt to deal with the uncertainty
inherently present in the world. Behind every decision, though, there is an
argument supporting it, and arguments range from rhetorical explanations to
mathematical proofs. Argumentation theory leverages problem solving under
uncertainty by supporting qualitative and quantitative approaches.

Analysis, on the other hand, deals with the examination and separation
of a complex situation, its elements, and its relationships. More often than not,
the situation is full of unknowns, uncertainties, and deliberate misinformation.
The analyst is confronted not only with the facts, but also with his or her
knowledge about the facts and assumptions, others’ possible knowledge, the
hypotheses that can be drawn from those facts, and the evidence supporting
and contradicting those hypotheses (Heuer, 1999) [2].

SRI International developed the SEAS to encourage the use of struc-
tured argumentation which built on the first SEAS prototype (Stokke et al.,
1994)—an early warning system for project management [11].

For this project with the IRS, SEAS was applied to the problem of
compliance risk assessment. Our goal was to construct a prototype capable
of aiding IRS analysts in leveraging analytic products (SEAS arguments) and
methods (SEAS templates) developed for past situations or by other analysts
addressing the same or similar contemporary problems. These analytic prod-
ucts take the form of arguments: given a framework of assumptions, some
conclusions or statements can be reached. While compliance risk assessment
was the focus of this prototype, the tools and methods being developed may
have broad application outside of compliance risk assessment as well. We
believe that these tools and methods can be effectively applied to any problem
where regular assessments must be made, based on evidence from multiple
sources, within a complex and uncertain environment, e.g., complex risk
management.

Capturing Analytic Methods

The concept of a structured argument is based on a hierarchically organized
set of questions (a tree) that is used to assess whether risk of a given type is
significant.

This hierarchy of questions is called the argument’s template (as op-
posed to the argument, which is an instantiation of the template). This hierar-
chy of questions supporting questions may go a few levels deep before bot-
toming out in questions that must be directly assessed and answered. These
are multiple-choice questions, with different answers corresponding to dis-
crete points or subintervals along a continuous scale, with one end of the scale
representing strong support for a particular type of opportunity or risk and the
other end representing strong refutation. Leaf nodes represent primitive ques-
tions, and internal nodes represent derivative questions. The links represent
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support relationships among the questions. A derivative question is supported
by all the derivative and primitive questions below it. Figure 1 illustrates a
thirteen-question argument template, with nine primitive questions and four
derivative questions. Note that question 1 is answered based on answers to
1.1, 1.2, and 1.3, and 1.2 is answered based on answers to 1.2.1, 1.2.2, and
1.2.3. An inference method completes an argument template. It is used to
automatically answer some questions based on answers to other questions.
The analyst answers the primitive questions in the question hierarchy, and the
answers to the derivative questions are automatically calculated. In so doing,
our approach emphasizes the use of simple and regular inference structures.
These structures are captured by argument skeletons and associated infer-
ence methods. The same argument skeleton and inference methods are typi-
cally used to support multiple argument templates over widely differing top-
ics. A typical inference method might take the maximum answer as the con-
clusion when combining several questions assessed along a continuous scale.
The idea is that, if the argument template author fully understands the struc-
ture of the interrelated questions that constitute the argument skeleton and the
propagation scheme implemented by the inference method, the author can
write the argument template questions and answers to fit. The simpler the
argument skeletons and inference methods, the easier it is for the author.

The use of regular argument skeletons is encouraged—that is, skeletal
trees where all branches are identically structured. Regular structures help to
encourage that equal time and emphasis are placed on all aspects of an analy-
sis.  Likewise, the use of uniform or regular inference methods is encouraged.
A uniform inference method, where every derivative question’s answer is

Figure 1: An Example of an Argument 
Skeleton  
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derived using the same fusion method, makes for the easiest arguments to
understand and lines of reasoning to follow. A regular inference method, one
that employs the same fusion method across all questions at the same depth in
the skeletal tree, is the next easiest to understand and follow.

The SEAS philosophy is directly opposed to that of most uncertain rea-
soning systems. In most systems, the author begins by determining what
questions might be asked and then interrelates them through a complex set of
interconnections, typically annotated with conditional probabilities. As a re-
sult, the updating scheme is often complex and difficult to follow for those
not versed in probability theory. While this “strong model” approach can be
very effective when properly applied, we believe that the “weak model” ap-
proach emphasized here is easier to understand and use. Its effectiveness is
directly related to the author’s ability to adapt to these simple and regular
inference structures, writing questions and answers that properly function
within these constraints. Thus, knowledge is entered via text editing, without
the use of probabilities or weights, making knowledge entry easy.

The challenge in authoring an argument template is to break the problem
down into a hierarchically structured set of questions that matches the se-
lected argument skeleton and whose interrelationships among the answers
follow the inference method. Therefore, it is critical that the author under-
stands the structure of the argument skeleton and the effect of the inference
method, before beginning to fashion the questions and answers that will be
posed by the argument template. See Figure 2 for an example argument tem-
plate question hierarchy.

Figure 2: Argument Template Question 
Hierachy  
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To facilitate the rapid comprehension of arguments, we use a traffic
light metaphor:  relating answers to colored lights along a linear scale, from
green to red. The questions in a template are yes/no or true/false; the multiple-
choice answers for primitive questions partition this range, associating an
answer with each colored light. Typically, a five-light scale is used (green,
yellow-green, yellow, orange, and red). Here, green might correspond to true,
red to false, and the other three to varying degrees of certainty. Ideally, the
multiple-choice answers are as concrete as possible and directly and unam-
biguously observable, making it easier for the user to recognize the answer
that fits the situation being analyzed. No multiple-choice answers are associ-
ated with derivative questions; within arguments, their answers are strictly
summarized by lights indicating their degrees of certainty.

In general, discovery tools are recommended methods for acquiring
information relevant to answering questions in an argument template. As illus-
trated in Figure 4, the evidence could be derived from various sources, e.g.,
database query, link analysis, parameterized launches of other analytic tools
(search engines or specialized applications), or references to other cascaded
templates. They capture an important aspect of an analyst’s knowledge, namely,
where and how to go about seeking information relevant to answering ques-
tions. Knowledge of this form is one thing that distinguishes an expert from a
novice analyst.

Finally, a situation descriptor describes the type of situations for which
the template is intended to be used. Most of the information in a situation
descriptor is chosen from a situation ontology rather than being free text. The
situation ontology serves much the same purpose as a card catalog in a li-
brary; it establishes indices and terms that are useful for retrieving objects
based on the type of situation to which they are applied. For compliance risk
assessment, these could include, say, the type of tax entity being analyzed
(e.g., a partnership, corporation, trust, etc.), the principal actor (e.g., the
promoter, the participant, etc.), the type of compliance risk pattern (e.g.,
transitory partnership, basis shifting, leasing related, etc.), and the time period
(tax years affected). By indexing objects according to this situation ontology,
both exact and semantically close matches can be automatically retrieved based
on a description of the situation of interest expressed in the same terms.

The high-level templates, as illustrated in Figure 2, derived from the
prototype effort are a useful starting point for more indepth analyses.  We
imagine that variants of this high-level template will eventually be supported
by cascaded templates that are more pointed. In general, while the high-level
template is useful in organizing the analysis and reminding analysts of the full
range of indicators that need to be assessed, cascaded templates (under the
high-level template) will address more specific and limited analytic tasks; and
we anticipate that they will capture expert knowledge suitable for guiding
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analysts in doing analytic tasks that fall outside of their areas of expertise.
Thus, templates capture and deliver best practice.

Capturing Analytic Products

Arguments are formed by answering the questions posed by a template and
attaching the evidence that was used in arriving at the selected answers. In
essence, an argument organizes the indications and warning signs for the
given type of compliance risk.

Answers are chosen from the multiple choices given by the associated
template. If the available information does not allow the analyst to reduce the
possible answers to a single choice, multiple ones can be selected, bounding
the answers that remain possible, given the available information.  The ratio-
nale for answering in that way is recorded as a text string with attribution
given to the answering analyst and the time that that answer was given.

On answering each question, the template’s inference method is applied,
deriving the answers to derivative questions. Using the traffic light metaphor,
arguments can be displayed as a tree of colored nodes. Nodes represent ques-
tions, and colors represent answers. Figure 3 shows one such tree. The line
of reasoning can be easily comprehended, and the analyst is able to quickly
determine which answers are driving the conclusion. By examining the high-
value answers, the rationale behind the line of reasoning can be understood.

SRPP Research Conference 2004 7

Figure 3:  SEAS Depiction of Multi-Dimensional 
Risk Analysis (SC² CRisP)
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Information used as evidence to support the answers given in an argu-
ment is recorded as part of the argument. When information that is potentially
relevant to answering a question posed is first found, it is entered as an ex-
hibit. An exhibit assigns a unique identifier to the information, and records the
URL for accessing it and a citation string for referring to it (typically consist-
ing of some combination of title, author, and date). When the relevance of the
information to the question at hand is determined, the exhibit is promoted to
evidence.  The analyst making this assessment and the time of the assessment
are recorded as well. When evidence is present, the rationale typically explains
how collective evidence supports the answer(s) chosen, explaining away evi-
dence that contradicts the answer and weaving together supporting evidence
to arrive at the stated conclusion. Also, when discovery tools are present, they
can be used to aid in the collection of evidence.

The analyst also chooses a fusion method for combining all of the evi-
dence gathered supporting a single template question. The fusion method can
be manual (i.e., the analyst answers the question based on his or her under-
standing of the evidence and its relevance) or automated (i.e., the answer is
automatically reached by applying a combination method to the relevance of
the supporting evidence). When an automated method is in use, changes in
supporting arguments can ripple up through the arguments that they support,
changing their conclusions.

As seen in Figure 4, complex lines of reasoning can be captured using
this methodology. Here, a multidimensional argument (i.e., a coordinated set

Figure 4: Cascaded Structured Arguments  
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of unidimensional arguments like those discussed) is graphically depicted at
the top; it represents a coordinated assessment along multiple perspectives.  It
is supported by structured arguments, as well as documents and analytic
products produced by other tools. This structure allows analysts to quickly
come to understand the reasoning of others and compare and contrast it with
their own.

Like argument templates, arguments too have associated situation de-
scriptors.  An argument’s situation descriptor is like a template’s situation
descriptor except that it captures information pertaining to the prevailing situ-
ation for which the argument was developed.  Like the situation descriptors
associated with templates, they are used to find arguments that address re-
lated situations.

A Corporate Memory of Analytic Knowledge

SEAS has been developed as a Web server to communicate with remote
browser-based clients through HTML and JavaScript. SEAS supports ana-
lysts in locating, understanding, and developing templates and arguments. This
analytic knowledge is maintained within a knowledge-based management sys-
tem, with ephemeral views served up on demand.  Figure 5 shows one such
view of a primitive question within an argument.

If we are to recognize emerging issues, then we must relate the present
to compliance risk assessments of the past. Additionally, we must understand
how the current situation is like or unlike previous situations; how previous
assessments evolved and thereby how the present situation might evolve; and
how previous analyses were leveraged, mitigated, or missed. In short, we
need a corporate memory that is more than a historical data repository; we
need a corporate memory of analytic products and methods on which to base
future analysis.

By recording and retaining analytic thinking in a common knowledge
repository, IRS analysts can leverage thinking from the past and present when
addressing new cases of compliance risk. Based on the indexing provided by
the situation descriptors, potentially relevant templates and arguments can
be found.

Beyond the analytic methods (i.e., argument templates), analytic prod-
ucts (i.e., arguments), and their associated situations (i.e., situation descrip-
tors), we have found that analysts need additional means for associating meta-
knowledge with these objects. To address this need, SEAS supports memos.

Memos are structured annotations that are attached to other objects
within the SEAS knowledge base. Each memo includes text strings for its
subject and body and a type selected from a pre-established set including
critique, to do, summary, instruction, and assumption. Like arguments and
templates, they have a designated audience that restricts their access by oth-
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ers; only those that are members of the audience will know of their existence.
As such, memos provide a means for private, semiprivate, or public commu-
nication among analysts. Critiques are a way for contemporary analysts to
contribute to each other’s work. Assumptions might be added so that analysts
in the future will be better able to interpret a historical analysis. Within SEAS,
memos can be selectively filtered based on type, with graphical depictions
indicating to the user where they can be found. This provides a ready means
for analysts to find and interpret this form of metaknowledge.

Figure 5: SEAS Argument in Browser Client  
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While analytic knowledge that is developed in SEAS is retained in its
corporate memory, as are references to external analytic products used as
evidence, there are times when one would like to import arguments produced
using other technologies, so that they can be extended or otherwise modified.
Our objective is to provide a means for the exchange of information among
tools that can be said to produce arguments. If tools can be said to be argu-
mentation tools, then they should be able to exchange arguments. Although
argumentation tools share common concepts, they invariably have some
unshared concepts, necessarily making importation imperfect.

Toward this objective, we are defining the Argument Markup Language
(AML), an XML representation of arguments, and modifying SEAS to sup-
port the importation and exportation of these objects. The initial set of argu-
mentation tools that we aim to support comprises those based on Bayesian
nets, particularly drawing from the Bayesian Net Interchange Format (Microsoft
2001) [6], CIM (Veridian 2001) [14], a structured argumentation tool devel-
oped at the same time as SEAS but with an emphasis on arguments about
processes, and SEAS. While this is the initial set, we are aiming for a general
design that will support a far greater number of tools, including those based
on both numeric and symbolic representations of certainty. We began by look-
ing for common semantic concepts within these tools and using terminology
from the Law to capture them. Legal terminology was selected since the Law
already includes a rich notion of argumentation from evidence and provides a
technology-neutral vocabulary, many of whose terms are in common use. An
initial version of AML has been defined, and CIM and SEAS are being modi-
fied to support it.

Conclusions
The structured argumentation methodology and SEAS were developed to aid
those performing analytic tasks. In particular, we were not looking to automate
the analytical reasoning that they perform but to facilitate it. SEAS methodology

® Encourages careful analysis, by reminding the analyst of the full
spectrum of indicators to be considered

® Eases complex argument comprehension and communication by
allowing multiple visualizations of the data at different levels of
abstraction, yet still allowing “drill down” along the component
lines of reasoning to discover the details and rationale of others’
arguments

® Invites and facilitates argument comparison by framing arguments
within common structures

® Allows analysts to readily comprehend the thinking of others by
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retaining direct links to the source material and its interpretation
relative to the conclusions drawn. This memory of analytic thought
retains the analytic methods and products of an organization, allowing
analysts to leverage the thinking of others both past and present.

We believe that our prototype as implemented in SEAS has shown that the
addition of even minimal structure into the analytic process can aid IRS ana-
lysts in developing, communicating, explaining, and comparing analytic results.

Finally, even though our methodology was motivated by the desire to
help human analysts, it lays the groundwork for the introduction of automated
methods to substantially aid or partially supplant human analytic reasoning.
We contend that this methodology complements those knowledge capturing
methodologies that strive to formally represent human knowledge in rich on-
tological structures.
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Footnote
1 At the time of the test, SC² was not a “listed tax avoidance transac-

tion”; it subsequently received attention during Senate hearings
focused on KPMG promotions in October 2003, and was recently
identified as a listed transaction by IRS:  LT 30:  Notice 2004-30,
2004-17 I.R.B. April 26, 2004--S Corporation Tax Shelter.
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